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ABSTRACT 
POL YMESH has been developed to generate finite element meshes from 
solid geometric data using B~REP (boundary representation) type representation 
scherr1e. 
The main purpose of this study is· the automatization of the finite element 
mesh generation with reduced user input, by: 
• Automatic region generation, 
• Grouping regions as spans, 
• (~ontrolling the mesh generatio11 flow through the spans, 
• Introducing optimum values such as the number of divisions through 
the spans, 
• Using region and span definitions for application of boundary 
conditions. 
Although automatic region gen.eration is not a part of this work, the 
developed mesh generator Finite Element Modeling Pack·age, POL YMESH has a 
direct interface to POLYGON, a Lehigh developed interactive geometric modeler 
program for generation of B-REP type solid representation from 3-D wire-frame 
·data. POL YMESH can access the 3-D wire-frame data as well as the bounded 
. . . . ...... . . 
surfa~es (regions} created by POLYGON program. 
{; 
'" 
1 
,, 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
(> 
Geom·etric mode1ling is a major function of a computer-aided design (CAD) 
system. All design and drafting functions . start with the description of the 
geometry using a representation scheme. 3-D wire-frame and solids are the two . 
major types of representation schemes used in todays' CAD systems. Although 
it is very popular, wire-frame 'representation has proved disadvantageous because 
of the ambiguities in the representations. 
On the other hand solid representation schemes, like boundary 
representation (B-REP} and constructive representation (C-REP}, hold more 
information of the geornetry, -so, basic physical properties of the object like its 
bounding surfaces and the enclosing volume can also be non-ambiguously 
represented. That enables us to apply otherwise very tedious and time 
consuming mathematical operations using the existing geometrical information to 
generate 3-D finite element. mesh with the help of computers. Today, there are 
existing studies to establish a link between geometric rnodeling systems using 
solid representations and the automatic finite element mesh generators 
[1], [10], [3]~ 
Main goal in this thesis study was to create an automatic 3-D surface 
type finite element mesh generator, POL YMESH, linked to a B-REP type solid 
modeling package, POLYGON, a Lehigh developed software. With the data 
provided by PO:L YGON POL Y~-1ESH aims less and more efficient user 
interaction in generating 3-D finite element. meshes by using hig·hly automated 
data supply processes. 
The following chap~er is to provide the reader with a background on the 
2 
\ 
,, 
fin.i_te element method, existing finite element mesh g_eueration and. 3-D 
representation schemes. In Chapter-3 thesis project is described. In Chapter-4 
POLYMESH program operation is explained and conclusions 
• 
are given • lll 
Chapter-5. Details on program operational structure, program modular structure,. 
data base management and an example case study are presented in · the 
appendices section. 
3 
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Chapter 2 
BACKG·ROU.ND 
2.1 Definition and History of Finite Element Method 
The finite element method can· be explained as 
a numerical · procedure for· solving a continuum mechanics problem 
with an accuracy acceptable to engineers [4}, 
or in a more general form, 
a numerical analysis technique for obtaining approximate solutions to 
a variety of engineerin:g problems [8_]. 
1"'his method, today, is one of the most pqpular numerical methods for 
engineerin·g problems. }\Jore than 7000 articles and books have been. published 
about the finite elernent methc>d and related subjects until the first years of 
1970's. 
The finite .elernent method's history goes to the first decade of 20th 
century. Beginning in 1906 and sporadically thereafter, researchers. suggested 
the lattice analogy to solve continuum problems. Later, Courant offered piecewise. 
polynomial integration ov.er triangular subregions [4] . 
. Thereafter it was forgotten until 1950's, when computers had become 
considerable mathematical tools. From then on the increased popularity of the 
finite element analysis due to the availability of high speed, large mem·ory 
computers has led to the solution of many heretofore unsolvable problems. Now 
the method in addition to being used in structural analysis, 
. . . 1s rece1 v1ng 
increased. emphasis in heat transfer~ and fluid flow analysis. 
' -
. •, · .. 
4 
2.2 Comp11ter Aided Mesh Generation 
In many of the computer programs for finite elernent analyses, 
the preparation of the input... should be simple enough not to 
requite a specialized team of experts. Mesh generation is an att~mpt at 
simplifying input data· preparation for the finite element programs. 
There h.ave been many incentives to automating the inputs, specifically the 
t 
definition of the topology. Some quotations in [2] states that, 
typically 50 percent ( or more} of the total analysis time and dollars 
is spent generating, (and) checking the input data, ... ·. 
Thus, if the user can communicate with the computer in a better, faster, 
error-free environrnent, money and labor will. be .substantially saved. Other 
f 
incentives include: simpler to perform parametr.ic studies; reduced human error; 
insured regularity of the mesh; ease in using other types of elements; and closer 
control on errors in stress values. 
The importance of mesh generation is reiterated in [2] stated as 
... automatic mesh generation ... are items on which efforts must be 
continued. If further breakthroughs are to be expected.; it is in this area 
that they will occur. 
Considering all these facts about data, or more technically·, model 
preparation for the finite element analysis programs it is inevitable to spend 
some ·money and labor on new software development to lift the burden of model 
-
preparation from t.he shoulders of engineers. Many of the software packages 
available today are able to not only handle finite element analysis over large 
scale structures containing thousands of degrees of freedom b·ut also create mesh 
over very complicated strqctures, allow user /; to manipulate mesh density and 
load and restraint distribution over d·esired. areas, and use several types of 
elements. 
5 
. ,. 
M.ost of today's existing software packages as finite el~ment analysis pre-
and post-processors are interactive and, of course, take advantage of computer 
graphics. Thus user can see the model on visual devices like CR T's, make 
judgements during the. process, thus, handle the mesh density and load and 
restraint distribution easily by using interactive input devices like cursor. 
POL YMESH d:eveloped in this thesis project also provides those facilities, 
besides, full color visualization of the finite element model at any stage with 
extensive view control capabilities such as dynamic rotation, scaling, translation, 
zooming, etc. It offers a menu driven operational structure. Interactive menus 
linked in a tree-like structure allows user a natural way of cotnmunication with 
the systerr1 [9]. 
2.8 Existing Methods for Mesh Generation 
The techniques used today at the mesh generation stage are fruits of 
about a decade of research of investigators. There are still continuing efforts for 
developing flexible 3-D interactive mesh generators and integrating these into 
existing CAD systems. Existing mesh generato<rs may employ one or possibly 
two of the following techniques as suggested by M. S. ·shephard et al.: 
• automatic triangulation, 
• coordinate transformation, 
•• smoothing procedure, 
• blendin_g functions, 
All those techniques are explained. and criticized in [l 3). We will 
concentrate -on (2) and . ( 4) in Chapter 3i Those two are very popular because 
. •· 1 
they prod·uce well conditioned meshes that are ,pleasing to the eye of the 
6 ,,. 
analyst-. The mesh generator we worked on also employs Coon's linearly blended 
interpo]ation method that is a mixture of those two techn~ques. All de.tails 
about this method are also given in Cha·pter 3. 
,, 
Although rnodel preparation for the finite element analysis is much more 
! 
easier when compared to the former conditions, even today's highly sophisticated 
software packages do not seem to take advantage of detailed geometric and 
topological data which already exist in the data base of solid representation 
schemes. 
2 .4 Geometric R,epresentations lJ sed as Input to Mesl1 
Ger1erators 
Existing rr1esh generators can obtain the necessary geometric d.ata which 
consists of points, curves, edges, surfaces, and volumes in several diff.-,_rent ways:. 
a built-in geometric mod.el er, a. file translator to use the geometric data created 
by other modelers, etc. Today several geometric representation schemes have 
been brought into general use to be used in CAD/CAM. applications·. These are 
basically 
• Wire-frame representation, 
• Solid representation. 
Many of the mesh generators use only 3-D wire-frame geometric data 
which does not include surfaces and/or volumes. Those are vital entities for 3-D 
• 
rnesh generatio·n. Instead, as a traditional way, user supplies this information 
usually by building those entities out of 3-D wire-frame data during the model 
preparation stage of n1esh generation. 
However, today there are ma·n_y solid modelers which can supply this 
7 
• 
information through a solid representation. Ex·periments on solid modeling had 
started in the firsi years of J 970's and first industrial prototypes were developed 
in 1978 [1 ]. Today's solid modelers use different representation schemes. Most 
popular ones are 
• Boundary representation (B-REP), 
• Constructive representation ( C-REP), also known as constructive solid 
geometry ( CSG) [ 1]. 
There are sorn.e solid modelers which employ both of those schemes (hybrid 
representations). 
While (J-REP schemes represents the building of the object's geometry 
with a constructive tree where the leaves represent either boolean operators 
operated 
. . . 
components like blocks, cylinders, spheres, etc., or on pr1n11t1ve 
transformations applied to compon~nts,. B-REP schemes represents the object's 
enclosing volume ·by its boun.ded surfaces. Today some other mesh generators " 
which are. stil] at academic level also make use of those solid modeling 
representation schemes l3], [ 10 ]. 
2.5 Importance of B-REP for POLYMESH j 
Many of the existing mesh generators and also POL YMESH employ 
coordinate transformation and blending functions. These techniques need bounded 
surface information w·hich ex.ists in a B-REP type solid representation naturally. 
Thus, being a B-REP type solid modeler, POLYGON supplies the information 
needed for POL YMESH through a direct interface. Although POL.YGON can 
create regions with practically unlimited nurnber of sides for certain type of 
surfaces, POL YMESH uses only four-sided (or three, conditionally) regions as it 
employs Coons' type surface definition. 
8 
.... 
/ 
' 
If the regions are created autom·atically, user does not have to define them 
one by one which is a very time consuming task especially for complicated 
structures. 
2 .6 Concept of Span 
Quadrilateral shape of the regions makes them share s·ome common 
features, thus, data entry can be reduced .. This is do.ne simply by ordering the 
regions along their common edges in groups as spans. This grouping of the 
regions also supplies a well conditioned node number distribution, which was 
aimed by ·or Zienkiewicz in 1971. Spanning technique was also offered by hirn 
in the same article [ 17]. 
9 
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Chapter 3 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
3 .1 SurfBce Geometry 
,.c, 
Node generation consist of creating grids over t'he selected surf aces. 
/ 
Several methods·· have been used to create nodes over surfaces. Two of the most 
popular ones are coordinate transformation and blending functions_. Coon's 
surface definition method, the one POL YMESH uses, employs both of those 
methods. 
3.1.1 Bou11dary Points 
In Coon's method, which uses quadrilateral regions to create the grid on,. 
the boundary points are needed first. That is, t.'1 apply the mapping functions, 
the number and the distribution of the initial points on the four boundaries of 
the region should be supplied. The restriction for the n·umber of :initial points is 
that they must be san1e on the opposite sides of the region. 
Of course, in POL YMESH those initial points are supplied automatically 
since the edge geometry already exist in the data base. For each span user 
enters only division factors; ( the number of points on the boundary), biasing 
factor and biasing type, which will define the ooundary node distribution, or 
defau·Jt values are used. 
• 
(> 
10 
3.1.2 Establishing the Local (Body Oriented.) Coordinates 
Before the interpolation the. local coordinates of the region should be 
established on a -parametric e,YJ plane. T.hose coordinates are generated according 
to the given division factors and biasing factors and types. ~-,or details see 3 ... 2. 
3.1.3 Curve Division 
To obtain the boundary points edges are divided according to those local 
coordinates of the boundary points and real coordinates of the boundary points 
are obtained in cartesian fotm. Those coordinates are, then, interpolated using 
blending functions. See 3. 1 .4. 
If the quadratic type elements are to be created, then, mid points should 
also be created in addition to the regular boundary points. The local coordinates 
of a mid point are the averages. of the local coordinates of two adjacent 
boundary points. It should be noted that coordinates of the mid points are not 
calculated t.hrough .the biasing functions. 
POL YMESH accepts all type curves ( straight lines, arcs, conics, splines) as 
boundary curves that POLYGON currently supports. 
3.1.4 Coons' Linearly Blended Interpolation Formula 
Coons' interpolation formula which POL YME-SH uses is of the following 
form: 
P ( e, "') == (1 - rJ) P (e ,o) -+ ,,, P ( e,1) 
-+ (l - e)P (O,r1) + ~p {l,rJ) 
-- ( 1 -- e) ( 1 -. ,, ) P ( o, o) -- f ( 1 -- '1) P (1, o) 
---· ( 1 -- £) rJ P ( 0, 1 ) - er, P ( 1, 1) 
' 
' i 
... , 
where P ~ {x y z} is the cartesian vector of any point and (,'7 are 
11 
.... · 
.. . 
components of _the local coordinates (0 < (,t/ :S 1) (Figure 3-1 ). 
For further information user is referred to [5] and {4J. 
3.1.5 Application to the Triangular Regions 
Coons' interpolation forrnula can also be applied to the triangular regions. 
In that case user defines one of the corners of the tr_iangle as a degenerated_ 
edge or default one is used. In the edge loop of the region this edge is indicated 
with zero. Natura]ly, only triangular elements (linear or par~bolic, depending on 
the default element type) will be created at this corner whatever the · default 
element type is. 
As it can be seen in Figure 3-2 P 1 =-P(17,0)~P(O,O)==P(O,l) at the null 
edge. Same relations are also valid for other corners when they are selected as 
degenerated edges. 
3.2 Biasing 
One of the desired functions of a finite element modeler is to give the user 
flexibility of controlling the density of the mesh over the structure for better 
analysis results. In one way user can do by adjusting the division factor ·because 
the greater the division factor the denser the mesh along a sp.an. But user, 
additionally, should be able to bias the mesh along the common boundaries of 
regions or across the spans . 
12 
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3.2.1 Types of Biasing 
.. 
POL YMESH provides two ways of biasing along · a span: 
I 
1. One directional (quadratic) 
2. Two directional (cubic) 
ln the node creation stage the boundary nodes are created at the boundary 
'points according to the given division factor and biasing factor and type. Along 
.. 
.the spans on<;e the boundary nodes are biased, internal nodes for regions are 
biased, too because of the linear characteristic of the interpolating functions. As 
soon as a biasing type and factor is defined, a weight distribution table is 
established. 
For the following polynornia] interpolation schemes used for biasing 
[ 16] and [ 4] are used as sources. 
3.2.2 One Directional Biasing 
In one directional biasing mesh is biased towards one side of the span. To 
do this a linear parametric scale is mapped onto a nonlinear scale by a 
quadratic interpolation function and a set of local coordinates are obtained to 
be used in curve d·ivision (Figure 3-3.). 
The quadratic biasing function used for one directional biasing is of the 
follo~ing form: 
{ == - t 2 • 8 + 0. 5 · .t + b + 0. 5 
where, 
~ is the biased variable 
t is the linear variable 
6 is the biasing factor 
' 
(0, < ( < 1), 
(-- 1 < t < + 1 ) , and 
(c_J <6::;-tl). 
When 6 ~ 0 there is no biasing at all. When b == ±1 maximum biasing is 
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applied in opposi:te directions. 
G.raph of the ·quadratic function is given in Figure 3-4. 
3.2.3 Two Directional Biasing 
If a linear scale is mapped on to a 4 nonlinear scale by following cu hie 
interpolation function, mesh is biased either towards the sides or towards the 
center of the span (Figure 3-6 and 3~5). 
The cubic biasing function used for two directional biasing is of the 
following form: 
{ = 0 .12 5 . [ t 3 .( 62 - . 3 b} - t ( b 2 -- - 3 ¢ - 4) :1 + 0. 5 
where, , 
{ is the biased v ariablc {O ~ ( ~ 1), 
t is the linear variable (--1 < t < + I}, and 
o is the biasing factor (-1 < o ~ + 1 ). 
When b -~ O there is no biasing at all. When b =- + 1 maximum biasing is 
applied towards the sides of the span. When b = '---1 . maximum biasing is 
applied towards the center of the span. Se.e [14.J for the limits of biasing. 
As it can be seen, two direct.ional biasing is symmetrical about . t·he 
centerline of the span. Graph of the cubic biasing function is given in Figure 
3-7. 
3.3 Spans: Concept, Generation and Edge Copying 
17 
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3.3.1 Definition 
A span is a group of regions connected each other with their opposite 
edges. That is, a span is an entity consistir1g of regions sharing a common 
feature. Spans have their own topological features originated from those of the 
• 
regions. 
3.3.2 General Features 
Basic feature of a span is that, a mesh is definitely continuous along a 
span, that is, mesh flows along the span without any interruption ( with at least 
c0 continuity). If a 1nesh is continuous along a span, then, we can define a 
mesh not only at 
. 
region level but also at span level. Although current 
definition -of span is only for surface type mesh _generation, span concept can be 
expanded into solid geometry, to support brick or wedge subvolumes of 
structures which are widely used in volumetric type mesh generation. 
Features of spans are, briefly, 
• A mesh is continuous along a span, 
• A span crossing an edge is unique for that edge and same edge can 
not be crossed by another span, 
• A region tan be crossed by two and only two spans and, 
• A region must be crossed ·by two and only two· s·pans, 
• Because a span is a chain of quadrilateral polygons, non-quadrilateral 
polygons can not be a link of a span unless they satisfy the mesh 
continuity, then, 
o A triangular region, when it is considered as a ·degenerated 
quadrilateral ( with a fictitious edge at a corner) can be a 
continuous link for only one side, and it would be discontinuous 
at the other side, th_a.t is,. span wou1d end at that side corner, 
o A triangular edge can satisfy the continuity with a triangular 
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rnesh in i·t, then, it would be a joint regi.on· for three identical 
spans rather than a regular link. 
Then, to define a mesh Pow a1ong a span it would 'be enough to define 
' 
the distribution of the flowing lines. This distribution has two basic elements: 
l. Number of the lines to flow (or .number of the division along the 
span), 
2. Distribution of those lines across the span (biasing). 
This feature should be considered as an important o.ne because gives 
flawless results i!J. application and saves considerable an1ount of time and labor. 
The structure used in exam.ple in APPEN.DIX D has: 47 regions, but only 15. 
spans. During a region preparation stage of a classical appr'oach user would 
spend an average tirr1e for each region slightly less then the amount spent for a 
span (in this p.rogram this amount is much. less because of efficient interaction 
techniq.ues used). Then, in terms of .active entity POL.YMESH has to deal with 
about 66% less entities than a classical approach would. This difference is much 
higher than an average time difference. 
In the program biasing is kept .s·ame along a span. However, local biasing, 
and biasing along the edges are also popular methods. 
: .. 3.3.3 Span Generation 
The unit iteration process· of the span generation is,. beginning with an 
edge, to find a connected region, find the opposite edge of the region, save the 
number of the region and the numbers of the first and second regions. The 
region and edge data supplied frorn POLYGON makes this iterative process 
" 
possible. Region data contains the. edge loop and edge data contains· the region 
~ 
nun1bers attached to it. 
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Of course rnany conditions should be checked during th-is process and many 
other operations sh·ould be done for· exceptional situations. 
A span ends when there is no n1ore regions. to process at any branch of 
the current span. 
The span sear& ends when all of the regions in the nmdel have been 
processed and checked. 
In· ideal case spans are continuous, that is, they are not interrupted by 
any branches. But inevitably in many . structures (like the example ··given in 
APPENDIX D) branches are encountered. Alt.houg·h this seems unpleasant for 
the liriearly organized data structure of the spans, it does not effect the quality 
of mesh generation. 
In case of those interruptions branches of the span is stored in the data 
base in parts, and to maintain the logical connection between those branches a 
connection table is also established. At every interruption node there 
. 
IS a 
copied edge group. T.his connection table contains the number of leading edge, 
leading region, and the order of that region in the span. This information is 
used in region ordering along the spans. 
3.3.4 Region Orders in Spans 
Region order, that. is the order of the edges in edge loop of a region data 
is important. in node and element generation stage ( see 3.4). Direction of the 
first region on the span table is taken as a reference and set as + 1, that is in 
that span this region will be considered as it is in origin.al order. 
Fo:flowing {egiQns are ordered by co.mparing the c:ommori .edges. In edge 
loop of a region data every edge is ordered by considering if their direction in 
the loop is the same as the.ir original direction in edge data. For two adjacent 
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regions their common edge should have opJ>osite order. Thus, if edge directions 
• 1s, 
• same, then, cu·rrent region is in reverse order according to the 
previous one. Then, its order is set as -l. 
• opposite, then, current region is in correct order according to the 
pr~vious one. Then, its order is set as + 1 (Figure 3-8}. 
3.3.5 Edge Copying 
POL YMESH creates the mesh on the reg.ions which are supplied by 
POLYGON .. In POLYGON's data base a region data contains the edge loop 
and. edge data contains the attached 
. 
regions. As a natural result of 
POL Y·GON's polyhedra type solid representation characteristics an edge cannot 
be shared by mote than tw·o regions. In that case POLYGON would not create 
additional regions sharing that edge. 
To be able to handle· dangling regions like in Figure 3-9 copies of the 
edges which are shared by dangling regions should be created ~y the user. That 
should be done by using the COPY option in POLYGON /EDGE, thus, the 
logical c.onnection between th.e copied. edges is maintained. 
User only selects the desired edges as many times as necessary ( not more 
than four). At evety selection another copy is created. Following equation gives 
necessary num her of copies: 
e ==- int (r/2 + 0.5) - 1 
where r is the num·ber of regio·ns sharing the same edge and e is the 
number of copies to l)e mc:1de. 
See AP·PENDIX A for data structure of copied edges . 
• 
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3.4 Node and Element Generatio11 
Nodes and elements are generated span by span and region by regio·n on 
each span along -the directions set during the span g~neration. It should be 
noted that each regiqn is crossed by t\\'O and only two spans. For the sake of 
continuity and consistency in element generation, directions of both spans should 
be considered during the node generation (Figures 3-8 and 3-10). 
A brief outline of the node and element generation is below: 
1. Do for each span. 
2. Do- for each region on the span. 
3. If the region has already been processed before get the next region. 
4. Generate nod.es. 
5. Generate elements. 
6. Next region. 
7. Next span. 
3.4.1 Node Generation 
Node generation is the mapping of the parametric planes onto the regions. 
For mathem-atical details see 3.1.4. 
A brief outline of the node generation algorithm is below: 
1. In first section all of the edges. of the current region is reviewed. If 
an edge has been processed before the nod.es created on it are stored 
into the node table and coordinates are stored into the boundary 
point table. 
If it has not been processed it is divided and boundary points, 
therefore, created~ Then, those points are stored into boundary point 
table. 
If it is a fictitious edge then coordinates of the _point is stored into 
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• 
the b·oundary point table for each row. 
2. Establis·h local (body oriented) coordinate lists for f and f/· 
3. Create nodes using the interpolation scheme. If there is a fictitious 
edge do not permit to create nodes on it if any of the neighboring 
edges has been processed before otherwise permit to create only one 
node. Store all nodes into the node table. 
4. Store the nodes for edges to be used later . 
As a principle, fast movement of the generation is across the · main 
(through the secondary) span, and the slow movement is across the secondary 
( through the main) span. As a definition main span is the one mesh gene.ration 
is carried on. Direction of the slow movement depends on the order of the edges 
in span data: from the first t.o the second. Numbers of the all nodes created 
on edges are stored for each edge to be used. later. All internal and bol1ndary 
mode numbers ate stored in an organized way in a 2-D array temporarily 
(Figure 3-11). 
3.4.2 Element Library and Creation 
POL YMESH supports following surface type finite. elements: 
• Linear triangular 
.• Linear quadrilateral 
• Parabolic triangular 
• Parabolic q·uadrilateral 
Default element type is linear quadrilateral. User can define desired 
element type. Once the element type is defined only this type of elements are 
created all over the structure. 1"'he exception is the case of triangular regions. It 
is inevitable to create at lease one row of triangular elements (linear or 
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parabolic) in ~, triangular region about the null edge whatever the selected 
eleme-nt type is. 
3.4.3 Element Composition 
Element generation goes through a similar route as node generation does. 
Fast movement is across the main span and slow movement is across the 
.. 
secondary span. Element matrices (which are 2 x 2 -for linear elements- or 3 x 
3 -for parabolic elements- and consists of node numbers) are picked out of the 
node table successively. At every pick o.ne qu-adrilateral or two triangular 
elements are composed and stored. See Figure 3-11 for details. 
A brief outline of the element composition is below: 
(This is repeated for each row in { and T/ directions) 
• Establish an element matrix according to the element type(2x2 or 
3x3) by storing the no·de numbers out of the node table to an array 
in particular orders. 
• If the element matrix is. adjacent to a fictitious edge then, increase 
element counter, store the material and physical property lab.els of . 
the current region to the element property list and compose one 
triangular element and store. 
• If the element type is triangular then, define. the proper diagonal 
accor.ding to the configuration type and do the following twice: 
Increase element counter, store the material and physical property 
labels of the current region .to the element property list and compose 
one triangular element and store. 
• lf the. element type is quadrilateral then increase the element counter, 
store the material and physical property labels of the current region 
to the element property list and compose one quadrilateral element 
and store. 
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3.4.4 Material and Physical Properties of the Elements 
Material and · p_hysical properties are defined in INPUT rnodule c>f span 
generation sectio11. If none has been defined default values are used. User can 
( 
also define his own tables. 
3.4.5 Element Editing 
Material and physical properties of an element can be modified. User only 
selects the desired element. ot region and enters new ptoperties. 
Shapes of the triangular elements can also be modified. U.ser selects two 
adjacent triangular elements. Then, simply :the diagonal of the quadrilateral 
which consists of those two adjacent triangular elements is switched to the other 
one. Previous element numbers arc assigned to the new ones. 
3.4.6 Configuration 
Concept of configuration is meaningful for only triangular type elements. 
Triangular elements 
. 
In POL YMESH are created by simply dividing the 
quadrilateral elements into two pieces by their diagonals. As defa-ult shortest 
diagonal is selected for the best shape. However user have some options for the 
selection of the diagonals: 
• Shortest diagonal (default), 
• Right .tended diagonal, 
• Left tended diagonal, 
• Ri_ght and left mixed (Figure 3-12). 
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Chapter 4 
PROGRAMr OPERATIONAL 
DESCRIPTION 
4.1 Work Environment 
The Finite Element Modeling Package, POL YMESH and the main package 
POLYGON is implemented on DEC's VS1 l raster terminals with 16 colors 
attached to a VAXll/780 mini computer [6] 1 All cod~s of the Finite Element 
Modeling Package is written in V A·X-11 FORTRAN [7]2 POLYGON and 
POLYMESll arc also supported by Lehigh developed VS11-3D Graphics Package 
[ 11]. 
4.2 POLYGON Solid Modeling Package ProgTam Description 
POLYGON is a program package developed as a prototype in the Lehigh 
University Mechanical Engineetin.g and Mechanics Department's CAD 
Laboratory. The POLYG-ON package was developed by Dr. Tulga Ozsoy to 
convert 3-D wire-frame representations into boundary representation (B-R·EP) 
type solid models 112]. 
POLYGON is a menu driven interactive program. At every decision node 
,. 
a menu of available options is presented to the user. Each menu option might 
have its own submenu. Thus, starting from one menu level, logical control of 
the program can be affected by the user. by selecting options through the 
1VAX 1.I /780 is DIG ITAL's 32--bit extension to its 11 family of niini computers with WAX/VMS 
(Virtual Address Extension/Virtual Memory System). I 
2VAX-11 FORTRAN is based on American National Standard FORTRAN-77 (ANSI X3.9-I978). 
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different menu levels until an end node for a decision branch is reae.hed. 
I 
Data for the POLYGON program can be read either from a UGI parts file 
in Files-] 1 format, directly from an UGil part file stored under a UGII 
directory, or from a universal type formatted file. 
Bounded type planar or curved type surfaces, called polygons (in 
POL YMESH they ate called regions because of their restticted features) can be 
,, 
defined automatically or manually_ under user control. :Ruled surfaces and 
surfaces of revolution are the only types of surfaces that the present version of 
the program accepts. 
Once the surfaces are defined, a hidden line model can be displayed 
through an .internal lin.k to the interactive hidden line program developed by Dr. 
Tulga Ozsoy using COSMIC HIDDE.N LINE code #ar<>-11446. 
Output files for several software packages using ·B-REP type representation 
can also be written from the program. 
Besides those ha.sic functions, POLYGON also prov.ides the user with full 
view ma·nipulations like auto screen filling, z.ooming and dynamic orientation and 
some geometry generation and manipu1ation capabilities. 
4.3 POL YMESH Finite Element Modeling Package Program 
Description 
36 
4.3.1 .Program Characteristics 
' 
POL YMESH is · developed for finite element modeling using the solid 
geometry data supplied by POLYGON, a B-REP type solid modeling package. 
' ~ 
POL YMESH was developed. as a submodule within POLYGON, thus, it-
has a direct access to the wire-frame data as well as to the bounded surfaces 
and r~gions created by POLYGON. The main purpose of this integrated 
approach is to reach a hjgh degree of automatfon during the mesh generation hy 
reducing the model preparation time with less required user input. 
POLYGON and POLYMESH need about 450K total memory .space. 
POL YMESH consists of al)out 80 subroutines with about 7000 .lines including 
comments all written in VAX-11 FO.RTRAN. 
In addition to the entities POL y·coN supports (basically points, lines, 
curves, and surfaces) POLYMESH currently supports following entities: 
SP AN'""- a group of regions connected .each other with their opposite ed.ges. 
Spans are used as a grouping entity· to automatize data entry. 
NODE-- used as an intermediate entity in the definition of elements, loads, 
restraints, etc. 
ELEMENT-- currently only surface type is supported. Triangular and 
quadrilateral elements are available in both linear and 
parabolic forms. 
LOAD~- a vector entity representing the strength and direction of the fotces and 
moments applied to the structure. 
RESTRAINT-- a vector .entity representing the conditioqs of freedom of the 
restraints applied to the structure. 
COPIED EOG.ES-- same as POL YGON's edge definition. Additionally, there is 
a logical connection among a group of copied edges. ·Copied 
edges of a particular group share same.,. geometrical and 
topol~gical features. Only difference between them i_s their 
labels. 
None of the entiti.es above, except loads an.cl restraints, can be deleted. 
User can edit loads and restraints and pa.rtly elements. Spans can only be 
extended. Nodes can not be edited. However,. spans, nodes, and elements can be 
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recreated with a tr.ivial effort. Display of nodes, elements, loads, and restraints 
ca·n be suppressed. Labels are not displayed continuously like the other entities. 
Data for the definition of those entities can be input either interactively or 
, . 
through a universally for1natted file. The package already has an interface for 
SDR·C's (Structural Dynamics Research Corporation) finite element -modeling 
module SUPERT AB through the file translator module. After the model 
preparation is completed fin-ite element data consisting of nodes, elements, loads, 
•, 
restraints, material and physical properties, J...·and some additional data requested 
by SUPERT AB can be transferred to SU PERT AB through an universally 
f orrnatted file [ 15]. 
4·.3.2 Modular Description 
Most of the subroutines of POL YMESH are grouped under three 
. 
main 
modules each represented by a main subroutine. Rest of the subroutines fulfill 
some general functions and they are called by almos:t- every module. 
lJ ser is expected to follow the path given below: 
1. Convert the wire-frame model into a B-REP type solid model in 
POLYGON. 
2. Prepare the model for mesh generation. 
3. Prepare the model for finite element analysis. 
Following the nature of the finite element modeling process POL YMESH is 
built on three main modules: 
1. DATA TRANSFER MODULE transfer~ geornetry data from POLYGON to 
POL YMESH with some rr1odifications. 
2. MODEL PREPARATION MODULE FOR MESH G.ENERATlON (or Span 
Module or Span Generation Module) includes span generation , 
definitions of division factors, biasing types and factors, 
material and physical properties and reading/writing data 
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from/to external sources and modules. 
3. MODEL PREPARAT!8I\ MODULE FOR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
( or Mesh Generation Module) includes mesh generation, load 
' and restraint definition. 
Some i.mportant submodules are: 
DIVISION AND BIASING MODULE handles automatically supplying of division 
factors, curve division. 
SPAN GE,NERATION MODULE handles span generatjon and definition of 
region orders and node creation directions of the edges _on the 
spans. 
NODE AND ELEMENT GENERATION MODULE handles node- and element 
generation and numbering, and partly preparation .of node and 
element data base. 
LOAD AND RESTRAINT MODULE handles load and restraint definitions in 
cooperation with interactive facilities of POLYGON and partly 
preparation of node and elerr1ent data base. 
INPUT/OUTPUT MODlJLE consists of two main subroutines for reading and 
writing. This rnodule composes output data to \Vrite a 
universal data file and decomposes input data from an 
universal file. ., 
4.3.3 Program Operational Description 
POLYGON and in the same manner POL YMESH have a menu driven 
type oper':1t-ion. The menu structure is analogical to a tree with a :. election 
starting from the root. At every decision node a menu of available options is 
/-v 
displayed and user is prompted for a command. With th.e response of the user 
another submenu is displayed if there are more options available. Thus, starting 
.from one menu level, the logical control of the program can be affected by the 
user by selecting options through the different inenu levels until an end node for 
a decision branch is reached. 
Wliile moving th:rough the branches of menu. tree, it is often necessary to 
back up to a previou-s men~, level or to start frorn one of the main levels again. 
This convenience can be fulfilled by some global menu commands. Those 
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commands also carries out sorne general operations might be needed at ~very 
menu leve.l like refreshing the picture. or _clearing the screen off the VS11 
characters. 
Most selections in POL.Y1\1ESH is done with the help of "+" screen 
graphics cursor. Some of the entities ca_n be selected by placing the cursor on or 
close to it (like points, lines, nodes, and elements) and hitting the -space. bar. 
-For higher level entities (like spans and regions) uTie or two of the subentities 
of the desired entity should be selected. At every selection the group of entities 
among which the selection w·i1I be done are redrawn in their original color. 
Entiity selection can be done via key board as well. User is also provided with 
extensive v.iew control during the selection. 
In POL YMESH some of the entities can be used to define another group 
of entities. In load or restraint definition user can assign an entity to a single 
node simply by selecting the node on the screen wi t.h the cursor. Besides user is 
allowed to select any edge or region, then, the entity is assigned to the all 
nodes on the edge or region. 
ln data en try user is also provided wit-h some conveniences like entry 
rejection and wrong entry warnings. Thus, user can refuse to enter any value 
when he is asked. Previous value is, then, restored. 
Default values are supplied for convenience and efficiency. Those values can 
also be modified. All necessary parameters for mesh generation like element type 
and material a~d physical properties have d-~fault values. Besides, optimum 
values for division factors are supp.lied according to the edge lengths. 
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4.3.4 Data ~ase Management 
POL YMESH·'s data base consists of several CO.MM.ON blocks each keeping 
related data for an entity or a group of parameters. All data base operations 
like initializing arrays, entity definitions are fulfilled in modules directly and 
independently from any other module. Because all data is: simply stored into 
FORTRAN arrays, POLYM·ESH does not need a separate data .base 
management mo.dule. However, two subroutines are em·ployed for data transfer 
from and to external sources and modul.es. 
POLYMESH deals with the following entities: 
1.. POlN1' 
2. LINE 
3. POLYGON 
4. SPAN 
5. NODE 
6. ELEMENT 
7. LOAD 
8. RESTRAIN1' 
9. COPIED EDGES 
. 
Items l through 3 are support~d by POLYGON. POL YMESH keeps them 
in the data base in .. a slightly modified form where some unnecessary items for 
span and mesh generation are eliminated and some items are added. Some other 
data like Systern Parameters are obtained from POL YGON's data base directly . 
• Items 4 through 9 are explained in 4.3.2. 
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Chapter 5 
C,ONCLUSIONS 
•I 
In terms of increasing automation in finite element model preparation 
stage, using spanning techniq.ue is proved to be a quite useful tool. A 
considerable time saving is observed during the test sessions. Although one 
naturally wou"ld expect the program to spend more CPU time and occupy more 
·memory for the expense of this convenience, the response ti.me was, far beyond 
the limi,ts of being acceptable for an interactive operation mode in all test cases. 
Data base of the program uses virtual mcrnory, thus, information flow through 
th.e modules of the package is. incon1parably higher than the ones with data 
bases based on external memory. 
I 
Following features of the package have been observed: 
• Prograrn provides corr1parably higher automation than the other 
software packages which use 3-0 wire-frame representatior1. 
• Average user interaction has been considerably reduced by using the 
topological data provided by B-REP type solid representation. ·user, 
usually, has to intervene the operation about 50% less than a 
tradition~] approach of rnan ually defining the boundaries, regions 
from 3-D wire-frame data. 
• New high level entity definitions like region, span saves the user a 
considerable time and labor in manipulating display data, application 
of boundary conditions and loads in model preparation stage. 
Although this technique is limited to only surface type finite elements 
similar algorithms can be deve1oped for volumetric type finite elements. 
Obviously newer entity types, in this case, similar and additional to the. spans 
will have to be defined. 
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Appendix A 
DATA BASE STRUCTURAL 
DESCRIPTION 
• 
POL YMESH data base is based on virtual memory exploitation and all 
data is stored in FORTRAN arrays-. Whole data is divid~d into CO:M:MON 
blocks each keeping related data for an entity or a group of parameters.. 
A list of these CO:rvfMON blocks is given below with the descriptions of 
the con.tents. Decompositions of the multiple dimensional arrays and compound 
variables (that is, holding more than one value on the space reserved for one 
value) are also shown in Figures A-1 to A-12. 
DEFAULTS: 
C01\1MON/DE.F / 
: Integer, default material type. 
: Integer, default element type. 
DEFMAT 
DEFTYP 
DEFDlV 
DEFPHY 
DEFELN 
: Integer, default minimum division factor. 
: Integer, default physical properties label. 
: . Real, current minimum element length 
(updated when DEFDIV changes). 
DEFCON : Integer, default co'nfiguration conditions. 
~ 
EDGES: 
COMMON/EOG/ 
NEDS : N.umber of edges. 
EDGE : Integer, [1250,5), edge data 
( control points and attached regions.) 
EDCHK : Logical, [2,1250), EDCHK(l,l) 
LED-SPN 
EDLEN 
EDNODL 
ELEMENTS: 
informs if the edge has already 
been processed. EDCHK(2,I) 
informs the direction of the node 
creation in previous process. 
: Integer, [1250), list· of spans crossing the edges. 
: Real, [ 1250), lengths of the edges. 
: Integer, f"l 250,21] ,. list of the 
nodes created on the edges. 
C01\1MON /ELM/ 
NEF · : Number ol the~rst element in 
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the available elernent, list. 
NEl 
NE 
• 
. 
• 
• 
Number of the current beginning element . 
Total number of the elements . 
NOP 
ITYPE 
• 
. 
. 
. 
Integer, [8000,9] list of the surrounding nodes. 
System element type , 
LTYPE • . Integer, [8000), list of element types. 
BASIC GEOMETRY: 
COMMON/GEO/ 
NN : Number of points. 
COORD : Real, [3000-,3], list of the points. 
COPIED EDGES·: 
COMMON/LCO / 
NCLNS : Number of copied edge groups. 
LCREF : Integer,. [1250], reference list for edges. 
LSTCL :. Integer, [5,100] table of copie<l lines. 
LSTLEN : Integer-, [ 100], list of group lengths. 
LOADS: 
COMMON/LOO/ . 
NLOAD : Nu·mber of defined loads. 
LLOAD : Integer, [.8000], list of the 
load labels for nodes .. 
LOAD : Real, [200,6), list of the defined loads. 
NODES: 
COMMON/NOD/ 
PF : Number of the first node in the 
available node list. 
NPI 
·NI) 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Nurnber of the current beginning node. 
Total number of the nodes. 
Real, [10000,3], list of the nodes. CORD . . 
REGIONS: 
COMMON/REG/ 
NREG : Num8er of regions. 
REGSPI : Integer,. [400,2], list of spans 
INREG 
LMAT 
ICON 
LSTELM 
crossing the regions. 
: Integer, [100,0:3], edge loops. 
: Integer, [400], list of materials. 
,,$ 
: Integer, [ 400], list of configuration 
: Integer, [2,400], list of element 
,,. beginning and end numbers~ 
RESTRAINTS: II 
COMMON/RES/ J; 
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types. 
NREST 
LREST 
REST 
SPANS: 
: Number of defi·ned restraints. 
: Integer, [8000], list of the restaint 
labels for nodes. 
: Integer, [ 200,6]., list of the defined 
restrain ts. 
COMMON/SPN/ 
NSPAN : Num.ber of spans. 
ISP AN : Integer, [20,20,3) list of links for spans.. 
NHREG : Integer, [20),· number of links in spans. 
NDIV : Integer, [20), list of division factors. 
WA : Real~ [20,20], weight distribution table. 
TEMPORARY: 
COMMON/TEMPI 
ISP DIR : Integer, [ 1250], list of edge·~ directions. 
CONN : Integer, [2,100), list of span 
connection references for 
copied lines. 
ROLFS : Integer, [20,20), list of orders of 
. 
regions on spans . 
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Appendix B 
MENU DESCRIPTION 
' 
POLYGON has a "heuristic" type (tr-ee-like) menu structure and 
POLYM.ESH shares the same module. Operation of the program goes through 
the branches -of the tree with a selection starting from the root. User selects 
desired option by· entering a proper command via the keyboard. Commands are 
usu.ally abbreviated forms of menu phrases. Both com.mand and the phrase are 
" 
s·hown on the screen separated by an hyphen. Care has been paid to make the 
commands self-instructive a.nd easy to memorize (Figures B-1 to B-4). 
Brief explanations of some frequently used menu commands are 
below: 
B.1 Global Commands 
Global commands perform particular operations at any menu level·. 
M-- list menu. 
!-- previous menu level. 
/-- back to the first main menu. 
MENU-- autom.atic menu listing on/ off. 
FULL-- fills the screen with the present object. 
NEWF-- allows user to change present file nan1e. 
ZOOM-- allows user to zoom in the present save file. 
SA VE-- saves the data base in the present save file. 
SEM-- displays the surface edge marks if the SEM switch 
DRAW-- redraws the current picture. 
CLEA-R-~, clears the screen of the VS11 screen characters. 
EXIT-- ends the session. 
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B.2 POLYGON Main M.enu 
ED-,- allows user to manipulate the edges.: 
PO-- allows user to manipulate the polygons. 
HI-- hidden line process is applied to t_he model. 
MG-- branches to POLYMESH .. 
WR-- writes files for other modeling packages. 
VI-- handles viewing operations. 
B·.3 POL YMESH Span Generation Module 
CR-- allows user to create spans. 
LI-- al1ows user review the spans. 
IN-- allows user enter particular parameters. 
RE-- allows user to review and manually create the regions. 
ME-- branches to· the Mesh Generation Module. 
PM-- sends user back t,o the previous module, POl.i YGON . 
. B.4 Mesh Generation Module 
CR--- creates mesh over the structure. 
DI-- displays creat.ed and unblanked entities. 
LO-- allows user t \.' create loads and assign them to the nodes. 
RE-- allows us.er ! 1 create restraints an.cl assign them to the nodes~ 
ED ... - allows user to edit some properties of the elements. 
.. 
DO-- allows user to .set entity switches, review labels, and set up display 
groups. 
PM-- sends user back to the previous span module. 
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Appendix C 
MODULAR DESCRIPTION 
POL YMESH is based on three modules. They are manipulated by a main 
subroutine the one POLYGON branches. ln addition to those main m.odu]es, 
POL YMESH also takes advantage of po·L YGON's ~ome modules like display, 
interactive operations, view operations, and curve division module (Figure C-1). 
· C.l Data Transfer Module 
Data Transfer Module fulfills the data transfer from POLYGON to 
P()l_J YMESH. ]t consists of a main an<l a secondary subroutine. 
Main subroutine manipulates all conversion process by decomposing packed 
1
data, and converting it into a more convenient form for POLYMESH. 
Secondary subroutine calculates edge length$, and fin.ds shortest one. 
Data Transfer Module works with POLYGON Curve Division Module. 
C.2 Model Preparation Module For Mesh Generation 
Basic function of this module is to fulfil] span generation since spans are 
the definition entities for mesh generation parameter definitions. The· main 
subroutine handl~s all user interaction for that stage. 
As a submodule Span Generator fulfills this task with an insignificant user 
interaction. It generates spans and prepares some other data 
for mesh generation module. 
In Division and Biasing Module, C·11rve Division Section consists of a main and 
four other subroutines each dividing a different type of curve. 
Biasing has only one subroutine building node distribution 
' ' 
tables according to the biasing values given. Division And 
Biasing module works in both modules, in span generation 
module, it evaluates. user entries into active ·parameters· to be 
used in mesh generation. In mesh generation it supports 
boundary point generation by supplying distribution values and 
dividing the curves. The set of curve division subroutines is a 
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modified form of the POI-' YGON's curve division set. 
Configuration Module consists of a subroutine interacting with the user and 
having configuration parameters. It assigns defau"lt values if 
necessary. 
Input/Output Module consists of two subroutines to read and write universally 
formatted files. 
Defat!,lts Module consists of a subroutine helps user modify default parameters. 
Besides, maintains the consistency between the default values. 
C.3 Model Preparation Module for Finite Element Analysis 
Mesh generation module consists of four modules. 
Mesh Generator Module basically handles node and element generation and data 
supp]y in two submodules. First module organizes the mesh 
generation for all structure. Second module only creates "nodes 
and elen1ents on regions sent it by the first one. 
Load and Restraint Module creates, displays, and organizes load and restraints. 
Display Module consists of generally independent entity display submodules one 
for each entity: elements, nodes, loads, and restraints. Each 
submod·ule has its own display units ·beginning from unit entity 
display.er to mass drawing operations. 
Special Operat£ons Module provides uset with some utilit!ies like hard copyi"ng. 
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Appendix D 
WORKING EXAMPLE 
A working example is presented to show the typical operation sequence 
during the execution of POLYGON and POL YMESH. 
In this example the arm of an anthropomorphic robot is modeled. From 
wire-frame to the finite element model creation the required operations will be 
explained step by step. 
1. To be.gin a file name is entered. All information will be stored into 
this file permanently with every time SA VE command is executed·. 
2. Because the file name does not exist in the current directory user is 
prompted to enter necessary commands to read data. User selects 
READ UNIGRAPHICS then enters Unigrap·hics part file narr1e. At 
that point user is in POLYGON rnain menu (Figure D-1). 
3. EDGE option is selected in the main menu and two edges are copied· 
w1t·h COPY option because of the dangling polygons (Figure D-2). 
4. POLYGON option is selected in the rr1ai1.t menu and SURFACE type 
polygons are created automatically by CREA TE· and AUTO, (Figure 
D-3) then PLANAR polygons are created using both AUTO and 
MANUAL options. Some undesired polygons are also purged (Figure 
D-4). 
5. Polygon ORDER option is selected in polygon ·menu and all regions 
are ordered (Figure D-5). Then, we branch into POL YMESH with 
MESH GE·NERATION OPTION in POLYGON main menu. 
6. We can immediately go through into span creation mode by selecting 
CREATE option in SPAN GENERATION main me.nu. AH spans are 
created properly, thus we do not need any manual operation (Figure 
D-6). 
7. In INPUT option we first assigned all default values, change the 
division factors of two spans and apply .biasing to t~ose spans. 
E]eJ'nent ty,pe is defined as parabolic quadrilateral. Def a ult minimum 
di vision factor is changed as 1. Then, we branch in to mesh generator 
by selecting MESH GENERATION option. 
8. We can create the mesh immediately by selecting CREA TE option 
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since the model is ready. Mesh is drawn by DISPLAY option with 
all elements and· nodes (Figure D-7) ._ Then, we define a display group 
consisting of only desired regions and set entity switches in_ 
DISPLAY .OPTIONS option. Entity labels are also seen (Figure D;..8). 
9. Sin1ply by selecting particular entities like nodes, edges, and regions a 
load assignment group is establis·hed (Figure D-9). 
10. Loads are blanked, and now, restraints are created in a similar 
manner (Figure D-10). 
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